Identification of a soybean rust resistance gene in PI 567104B.
Using a combination of phenotypic screening and molecular, statistical, and linkage analyses, we have mapped a dominant soybean rust resistance gene in soybean PI 567104B. Asian soybean rust (SBR), caused by the fungus Phakopsora pachyrhizi Syd. and P. Syd., is one of the most economically important diseases that affect soybean production worldwide. A long-term strategy for minimizing the effects of SBR is the development of genetically resistant cultivars. The objectives of the study were to identify the location of a rust-resistance (Rpp) gene(s) in plant introduction (PI) 567104B, and to determine if the gene(s) in PI 567104B was different from previously mapped Rpp loci. The progeny of the cross of 'IAR 2001 BSR' × PI 567104B was phenotyped from field assays of the F 2:3 and F 4:5 generations and from a growth chamber assay of 253 F 5:6 recombinant inbred lines (RILs). For the growth chamber, the phenotyping was conducted by inoculation with a purified 2006 fungal isolate from Mississippi. A resistance gene locus on PI 567104B was mapped to a region containing the Rpp6 locus on chromosome 18. The high level of resistance of F 1 plants from two other crosses with PI 567104B as one of the parents indicated that the gene from PI 567104B was dominant. The interval containing the gene is flanked by the simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers Satt131 and Satt394, and includes the SSR markers BARCSOYSSR_18_0331 and BARCSOYSSR_18_0380. The results also indicated that the resistance gene from PI 567104B is different from the Rpp1 to the Rpp4 genes previously identified. To determine if the gene from PI 567104B is different from the Rpp6 gene from PI 567102B, additional research will be required.